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FOREWORD
The Telangana Police is dedicated to work for the protection of Women and Children and hence

established SHE Teams all over the State, brought in the Hawk Eye App and Bharosa Centre in

Hyderabad.These initiatives have been a great success in generating confidence among the women in

the State.

Bharosa has set an example for the way it operates and has been widely appreciated for being one of

the novel concepts to support women and children,who have been victims of violence.This successful

initiative is going to be extended to all the Districts of Telangana very soon.

Being one of the brains behind Bharosa,Dr.Mamatha Raghuveer s involvement has been instrumental

in conceptualizing and handholding the Centre. I am very happy that Dr. Mamatha Raghuveer is

bringing this book,which focuses on how Bharosa is conceptualized by highlighting its uniqueness.

I sincerely hope that all thewomen and children in the State livewith the sense of safety,without having

to create such centres anymore!

(M.Mahender Reddy, IPS)
Director General of Police,Telangana





When women and children are faced with violent crime, they undergo certain mandatory procedures.

Their cases are registered, their statements are recorded by the police, and they go through medical

examinations, all of which tend to re-victimize them.Through Bharosa, these victims have a one-stop

crisis centre where they can feel comfortable,because the goal of Bharosa is to prevent re-victimization.

Bharosa provides victims access to all of these facilities under one roof. At Bharosa, police record

statements from victims, doctors conduct medical examinations, and very good clinical psychologists

and counsellors support victims through their trauma.We are now in the process of going a step further.

We are working on ensuring that there is conviction for each and every case.We have the help of legal

counselors, and now a court in the Bharosa premises is going to be set up so that child victims have a

congenial environment where trial can take place.

Dr. Mamatha Raghuveer has been with the Bharosa center since its inception. After seeing her

contribution to the society through Tharuni, we decided to make Tharuni the Technical Partner of

Bharosa. She has been giving technical advice, support, and suggestions, ever since Bharosa started.

Dr.Mamatha’s contribution is definitely laudable!

Smt. Swati Lakra, IPS
Addl. Commissioner of Police (Crimes & S.I.T.), Hyderabad
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During the inaugural of 'Bharosa - An Integrated Support Centre forWomen & Children'
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Introduction:

Every year, thousands of Indianwomen and children are physically,emotionally,ormentally

abused.After gathering immense courage and overcoming many social taboos, finally when

these victims come forward and report these heinous cases of violence, they are often

subjected to re-victimization as a consequence of desensitized procedures. In an effort to

provide victims an access to a more sensitive community, the Hyderabad City Police

established a centre aptly called “BHAROSA”. I got this rare opportunity in conceptualising,

creating and establishing this safe haven. My name is Dr. Mamatha Raghuveer Achanta,

Founder,Tharuni (www.tharuni.org),an NGOworking towards the betterment of Adolescent

girls andWomen, and this is the story of my involvement with Bharosa!
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Background:
After the Nirbhaya incident in New Delhi in 2012, the Justice Verma Committee has recommended the

Government to set up One Stop Crisis Centres for distressed and Rape victims where all the needed services like

Medical, Police, Legal and Counselling are provided under one roof,making it easy for the victim to get speedy

justice, relief and rehabilitation. Accordingly, the Ministry of Women & Child Welfare, Government of India,

developed a Concept Note and issued a G.O.with guidelines to run such centres in all the States andMetro cities.

The Government of Telangana had taken up the issue of protection of women very seriously and formed a

Committee on Women Protection with Senior IAS & IPS Women Officers as the Members along with Principal

Secretary, Department of Women & Child Welfare. This Committee had several deliberations with all the

stakeholders in the State and brought out a Report highlighting the strategies and programs to be adopted for

protection of women in the State.

One of the notable outcomes of the Committee Report was setting up the SHE TEAMS in the city of Hyderabad

to address the issue of Sexual Harassment of women in public places. Similarly, as suggested by the Committee

for Protection ofWomen, the Government started a Support Centre forWomen & Children named ‘BHAROSA’ in

the city.
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With Balika Sangha children atWarangal...



My Experiences:
I have been working on child rights for the past two decades.The people whom I have met and the stories that

I have heard during these years were appalling and astonishing, often eye-opening.One story, in particular, has

left me continuing to be involved with girl child issues.When I began working on girl child issues, I went to

Warangal in 2000, where I met a twelve-year-old girl in a government hospital. This young girl was raped and

then dragged down the fields by a man in her village. Her entire back was scraped by thorns and marked by

pebbles, and she was in so much pain that she could not even sleep on her back.Even after a month of suffering

in the government hospital, she was continuing to struggle for her life. It was such a gruesome sight that I could

not forget the incident for a long time.

I started working relentlessly in the villages of Warangal District for girl children because I wanted to help and

save these innocent child victims to the best of my ability. Eventually, in 2011, I was nominated to be the

Chairperson of Child Welfare Committee of Warangal District. This gave me the power and ability to help

victims by providing them with shelter and rehabilitation.
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Speaking to a Child Sexual Abuse victim as the Chairperson,CWC



Stories of Re-victimization:
One of the cases that were brought to me was of a seven-year-old child who was raped by a 50-year-old

neighbour,whom the child addressed as‘grandfather’.One day, the child told hermother that the grandfather had

asked her to come to his house and did something which pained her. Later, she started bleeding. The parents

immediately consulted a doctor,and it was confirmed that the girl had been raped. Immediately after hearing her

story through Child Helpline, I gave the girl access to trauma counselling and helped her family register a proper

case.

After the accused was arrested, it took almost a year for the case to come to trial. During that time, the accused

was out of jail witin a month’s time and started threatening the child’s family,due to which the family was forced

tomigrate.However, the family was prepared to fight for justice against all the odds.When the casewent to court,

even I had accompanied the family for support.This casewas supposed to be an in-camera proceeding,meaning

that only the judge, the victim,and the advocate should be present.However, the judge and the advocates were

quite insensitive towards themagnitude of abuse and conducted the trial in the open court, in front of everybody

including general public.When the trial began, the child tried to narrate her suffering as she said something

along the lines of ‘grandfather removedmyunderpants’, to which the advocate only derided her pain! As I watched

the child being humiliated, I was so furious that I immediately requested the judge to have in-camera proceedings.

To this, the judge got defensive and told me that the advocates are protectors of law, and hence their presence

was of no harm. Another issue was that every time the child was produced before the court, the invariable

presence of the culprit had exposed the child to great fear and discomfort.While so many people who were

supposed to be of help were only ridiculing her, this prompted me to create safer environs for victims of sexual

abuse,where both sensitive and sensible people are willing to take care of children!
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With every passing day, I only realised that re-victimization is not only limited to courts,but hospitals too! In one

case, a one and half year-old child was found near a railway track with signs of severe abuse. She was burnt with

cigarettes on her lips and on all of her private parts. When I rushed to the government hospital, a male

gynaecologist,whowas the in-charge there,said that therewere no female doctors.He began arguing pointlessly

that it is not viable for the child to be raped because there cannot be a sexual assault.Even after I particularly asked

the doctor to give a statement that the child was sexually abused, to which he absolutely denied, as he thought

that the child was way too young, and hence the perpetuator couldn’t have had penetrative sex. This incident

further compelled me to help children tackle abuse in a responsible way. After spending three months in the

hospital, the child was shifted to a Children’s Home.However, the incident impacted the child so much that with

every sight of a man, she was subject to utter fright. Eventually, she was given for adoption, and has since been

living comfortably.

Numerous cases started coming in, with majority of them being that of Child Sexual Abuse. Initially, I helped

these children by giving them access to proper shelter, legal aid, and supported their families. However, I soon

realized that this was not enough.When cases reached the court and trials started happening, these children

were subjected to re-victimisation in several ways.They weremade to relive the trauma over and over again.The

legal system,which ismeant to ensure victim protection,was humiliating the children as they tried to narrate their

suffering. Unfortunately, this kind of gross insensitivity towards abuse is what I’ve come across in most places

and my desire to help the under-privileged only grew by the day!
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During a workshop on the POCSO Act...



The POCSO Act:

Meanwhile in 2012, the Supreme Court of India came out with a proposal that current rape laws should not be

applied to children. Instead, it was thought that there should be another enactment that protects children from

sexual offenses. I was part of the committee that was framing this enactment through a series of deliberations.

Whenwe were writing the definitions for all of the sexual offenses against children, I came to know that children

suffer a lot more! Often, children cannot describe what has happened to them,and the different forms of sexual

offenses against children are not covered in the regular legislation in India. Hence, a separate enactment was a

necessity.

By the time, I was working as a Member in the State Commission for Protection of Child Rights,Telangana (2014),

I came across several cases involving boys as well. Usually, most of these cases go unreported, and if at all they

are reported, anonymity remains a serious concern.There is also a lack of support from government policies for

boys who have been abused. Girls who’ve suffered abuse will receive some compensation, but when boys are

abused, not only are they denied any compensation, but they also fall prey to added amounts of social stigma!
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Speaking to Children as aMember, State Commission for Protection of Child Rights,Telangana



Boy or Girl – They are the same:
In one case,a boy’s parents came to the Commission,saying that their child has been abused for five years by their

neighbour without their knowledge.During that time, the child had been academically failing.Both the parents

were well-educated, and they thought that the child was deliberately neglecting his studies so they took him to

various tuitions. Eventually, his mother stopped working to teach the child, but he continued to fail.When they

sent him to the hostel for 11th and 12th grades, the lecturers suggested that the child should be taken to a

psychologist. That was when the parents found out that the child was being abused by their neighbour, who

they thought was a good family friend.Every day from when the child was in seventh grade, the neighbour took

him outside, saying that he will play with the child and buy him chocolates.

The parents were delighted because they thought that this 25-30-year-old man would be like an older sibling to

their only child.Evenwhen the child was admitted into the hostel, the parents gave the neighbour guardianship,

and the he would take him out on Sundays and abuse him. It was later known that this neighbour was also

abusing other children in the colony.When the parents first came to the Commission, they were saying that they

didn’t want to come out and fight for the child because their neighbours are very influential, and they didn’t

want to be forced to vacate their home. After talking to them for hours, I noticed a lot of reluctance from the

parents’side to report abuse,and their only clause of motivation was remaining anonymous as they try and take

the culprits to task.However, inmost cases, the police needed a signed copy of the complaint and couldn’t assure

their names would be kept confidential.
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A visit to Girls' Home in Vijayawada... Giving Compensation to a Child Labour victim...

During a session in the ChildWelfare Committee,Warangal Speaking to an abused child victim as the Chairperson,CWC



Later, a Suo motu case was filed and the abuser was arrested. Also, I realized that both the child and the family

would need sustainable and long-term support.

The POCSO Act of 2012, which emerged as a tool to help these children, provided information about the

procedures thatmust be followed by the police & prosecution officers while dealingwith a sexually abused child.

On paper, all of this victim-supportive legislation seemed perfect. Very soon, I understood that this enactment

had become spineless because most cases would extend to three or four years. By that time, there was a fair

chance for children to forget what exactly had happened to themor their current statementmight notmatch the

statement that they had given at the point of occurrence of the incident. In addition to all such possible

inconsistencies, I realised that a lot of pressure gets built on the children’s families and witnesses because there

was never a proper support system for them. Even the prosecution attempts to ensure that some form of

compromise occurs between the two parties, therefore penalties were rarely imposed. In fact, throughmy analysis

I found out that hardly 10% of the cases result in convictions.
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A candid pose with Smt.Swati Lakra, IPS



Meeting Smt. Swati Lakra, IPS:

After I resigned from the Commission, I happened to meet Smt. Swati Lakra, IPS (Addl.Crimes & S.I.T.,Hyderabad

City Police) in a college programme,where she told me that they were planning to set up a centre for Rape and

Child Sexual Abuse victims.She requested for help in setting up this centre and askedme to drop by at her office

for further discussions.Later when Imet her once again, I was asked to prepare the concept note for establishing

the centre. Little did I know that the encounter was just the beginning of my journey with Bharosa!

GroundWork for Bharosa:

After researching about the idea of the one-stop crisis centres, I prepared a concept note and showed it to

Smt. Lakra.Very soon, I realised that this centre can support many victims of violence.

By then, the police had found a place to establish this centre in HACA Bhavan,Nampally,Hyderabad.Fromdrafting

the concept note and proposal to designing the centre, including the budgeting and staff recruitments, I was

voluntarily involved at every step. Ever since, Bharosa was incorporated into my daily routine and I loved it!
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With the Doctors at the Chadwick Child Abuse Paediatrics in San Diego,USA



To visualise and bring forth a totally novel concept was challenging, as such centres did not exist anywhere.

However,experiences frommy lastUSvisit have helpedme incorporate some important systems in place.When

I last visited the US in 2009, as part of the IVLP (International Visitor Leadership Programme) I went to this place

called Chadwick Child Abuse Paediatrics in San Diego, which had an exclusive building to treat child abuse

victims.The place was beautiful and victim-friendly.Every child victim there was assigned to a counsellor to help

them come out of their trauma. As the demographics of the US were different from that of India, I wanted to

adopt some really useful structures fromwhat I had seen there.The centre had judges personally visit the children

there to facilitate the trial, but as that was not quite a feasible idea here, so for the first time ever in the history of

India, we’ve introduced recording of judicial statements through Video Conferencing for POCSO victims

at Bharosa!
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Releasing the Logo of Bharosa on 8th March,2016 on the InternationalWomen’s Day

During the Inaugural of Bharosa with the Officials During the 1st Anniversary of Bharosa...



Uniqueness of Bharosa:

Bharosa – Society for Protection ofWomen & Children,an initiative by the Hyderabad City Police,has been setup

primarily to fill a huge void in the system to responsibly tackle crimes against women and children.

• The first of its kind centre in the country,Bharosa is an innovative and victim-friendly centre away from Police

Stations & Hospitals.

• This Centre works 24 /7.

• It has been registered as an NGO so as to become financially self-sufficient.

• It is located in the heart of the city.

• It is under the supervision of police officers,with the coordinated efforts of government departments,private

organizations and NGOs.

• Since the inception of Bharosa on 7th May 2016, a total number of 2,766 cases were taken up (up to the end

of September 2017).

• Out of the 2,766 cases taken up,2082 cases were related to Domestic Violence and of them 2,127 cases were

disposed-off to the satisfaction of the clients. POCSO and Rape cases are monitored till the client is

rehabilitated.
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G.O.on Bharosa



• In about 60 POCSO & Rape Cases the victim’s statements were recorded through Video Conference process

to avoid the re-victimization of the victims.

• Conducted 20 Video Conference Recording under 164 CrPc for victims of Rape and POCSO.

• Recorded Statements under 161 CrPc for 160 POCSO & Rape victims.

Highlights:
Registering as an NGO:

Soon, it had struck to me that the centre needs to be run as a government-led NGO, so that the change/transfer

of the Officers doesn’t stall the project! To register a police-run centre as a society was something very new and

hence I had to convince the Officers explaining them the advantage. Since this was never done in the police

department, it was challenging to convince the police. I had to get copies of documents fromother departments

to show the police how society-registered projects work. I metwith the Commissioner and tomy surprise, the then

Commissioner of Police,MrMahender Reddy, IPS had a lot of confidence inme,and being a visionary, I initiated

the process of registering this centre as an NGO,under his guidance. I had drafted the Government Order (G.O.)

for registering and By-Laws for the Society Registration. In March 2016, the centre was registered as

“Bharosa - An Integrated Support Centre for Women & Children.” I continue to guide them for all the

mandatory legal and financial procedures, that an NGO is expected to follow.
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With the entire team of Bharosa...

During a discussion with the Officials about the amenities in Bharosa Bharosa's Staff Training...

During the Executive BodyMeeting at Bharosa...



TheGeneral Body is headed by the Hon’bleMinister of HomeAffairs,who is serving as the Chairperson,alongwith
the Principal Secretary, Department of Home Affairs as the Vice Chairperson; the Director General of Police;
the Principal Secretaries of Departments of Health & Family Welfare,Women & Child Welfare and the Secretary
of State Legal Services Authority.

The Executive Body is headed by the Commissioner of Police, while the Addl. CP, Crimes acts as the Member
Secretary and the DCP,Crimes is the Treasurer.

Members include the Director,WCD;DMHO; Secretary,DLSA and Dr.Mamatha Raghuveer,Director,Tharuni.

Staff Selection &Training:

A lot of thinking went into the diverse staff selection, so much so that even the selection board was carefully
chosen to accurately evaluate the skills and abilities of the candidates.The staff structure was also updated with
time andwas tailored accordingly to suit the changing needs of the victims.Bharosa haswell-trained and qualified
staff in service of the people seeking help, round the clock. The team includes one Centre Administrator, six
Psychologists, two Legal Officers, one Auxiliary Nurse Midwife, four Outreach Counsellors, one Rehabilitation
Counsellor, and five Receptionists along with five Administrative Staff, who work 24x7 in shifts. The Assistant
Commissioner of Police, She Teams, with the help of a Sub-Inspector and female Home Guards constantly
monitors the activities at Bharosa.

As the staff members are catering to various needs of the victims, they’ve been trained accordingly by experts
from reputed agencies like National Institute ofMental Health andNeurosciences (NIMHANS),Yashoda Hospitals,
Dhrithi Psychiatric Care,Mano Jagrithi, Epitome Mentors and National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child
Development (NIPCCD). My familiarity with these networks of people still helps me in bringing the best of
resource persons to train the staff, in making them even more compassionate and effective support persons for
the victims of violence.
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WithMs Preethi Sudan, IAS, Special Secretary,
Dept ofWomen Development & ChildWelfare

During a discussion with the Officials about the working of Bharosa...

With the Visitors... With Team Bharosa...



IncomeTax Exemptions 12A & 80G:

As Bharosa is registered under the Societies Registration Act,we had applied for tax exemptions under sections

12A & 80G.After reviewing the goodwork being done, the IncomeTax Department has readily issued exemption

orders,which helps in achieving self-sustainability by getting funds from individual donors and corporates.This

is an achievement in itself as no government-run NGO received such exemptions in the State so far.

Partnerships:

With the varied kind of services Bharosa offers, it was evident that Bharosa alonewouldn’t be able to cater to one

and all.Hence,we had the foresight to arrange for a series of stakeholder meetings to outsource certain services

offered to the victims.The stakeholders were handpicked frompublic and private institutions or even individuals.

It was awell-sketched idea to extend asmuch support possible for all the victims in need. Accordingly,MoUswere

signedwithTharuni as theTechnical Partner,Kamineni Hospitals,Koti,Hyderabad for free in-patient care services,

My Choices for counselling services for DomesticViolence victims,United Nations Development Program (UNDP)

for institutionalising vocational trainings for victims,WorldVision India for reaching out to communities,covering

the prevention aspect of abuse.Moreover,anotherMoUwas signedwith Save the Children for production of films

on abuse prevention.
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My son Sathvik withMr AvinashMohanty, IPSThe Child-Friendly Counselling Room at Bharosa

A live Video Conferencing capture...



Child-Friendly Counselling Room:

A special child-friendly counselling roomhas been designed tomaking them comfortablewhile Police statements

are recorded. I’m glad to have drawn this idea from my visit to the Chadwick Child Abuse Paediatrics in

SanDiego,which inspiredme to setup a special space for children in the centre.A screen has been set up between

the child and prosecution officer to reduce the intimidation among children.

Video Recording of Judicial Statements:

The POCSO Act states that the judicial statement under Section 164 of CrPc can be done through video

conferencing.However, this provision was never put into use in India earlier.

Bharosa understands the suffering of the victims, who need to be produced before the Judicial Magistrate for

recording their statement amid the intimidating court environs.After a dialogue with the Metropolitan Sessions

Judge, Mrs. Justice T. Rajani, she was kind enough to issue a special circular to all the 58 Judicial Magistrates to

record Bharosa’s POCSO and Rape cases through Video Conferencing.A special unit was set up in the Nampally

Sessions Court for this purpose. If the POCSO victims are very young/differently-abled or unable to give their

statements through video conferencing, the Judicial Officers themselves visit Bharosa to personally record their

statements.

Bharosemand Software:

At Bharosa, there was a need for a software which delivers confidentiality through a unique ID for each case and
updates the officials with the daily case statuses. Another aspect of concern was to avoid repetition of the case
details by the victim,withMedical,Legal & Counsellingwings. I discussed the samewithmy son,Sathvik Ponangi,
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G.O. for collecting
Forensic Evidence

at Bharosa

TheMedical Unit of Bharosa With the Visitors from the UK...



a software entrepreneur, heading a firm calledDoers’Guild. He, along with his team exclusively conceptualised
a software and named it Bharosemand,meaning most reliable. It generates automated Daily Situation Reports
(DSRs) which are shared with all the officials in the department to monitor the status of every case. This also
ensures no victim is re-victimised by having to reminisce the pain and suffering, each time when somebody
needs details about the case. Bharosemand is a highly versatile and customizable paper-less system, which
brought the prestigious SKOCH AWARD 2016 to Bharosa for their software innovation!

Medical Examination :

Although Bharosa is equippedwith a small Medical Unit for providing First Aid,conductingMedical Examination
and collecting Forensic Evidence of the victimswas not authorized at the centre yet.We approached the Principal
Secretary, Department of Health & Family Welfare to seek permission for the same. A three member Doctors’
Committeewas set up to look in to this as such permissionswere not given to organizations other than Hospitals.
After this Committee gave a nod, for the first time in the history of India, the Department authorized Bharosa for
this and allotted a panel of Gynaecologists for collecting medical evidence of abuse survivors.

Soon,Bharosa is going to have a female Doctor at the centre itself tomake it easier for collectingmedical evidence.

Rehabilitation :

Rehabilitation of the victim is the most neglected area in the one stop crisis centres operating in the country.
Thankfully, Bharosa has empanelled various prestigious institutions like Setwin,MEPMA, SAFA, ALEAP and Jana
Shikshana Samsthan for Employment and Skill Development for the homeless and financially deprived victims.
Now, Bharosa has gone a step further by signing an MoU with UNDP to set up a Training Institute in the same
premises.This is a result of remarkable networking and meticulous planning!

A victim-support fund has been created,monitored by a special committee to support the education/training of
the victims.Corporates like National Mineral Development Corporation (NMDC) have come forward to fund this
initiative.
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De-AddictionWorkshop With an Intern from IIM, Indore

G.O. for sanctioning a

special POCSO

Court to Bharosa



Legal Support Officer:

Bharosa has been offering legal aid and guidance to the victims of violence, since its inception.Most of the rape

and POCSO cases end in acquittal due to long procedures, insensitivity among prosecution officers and lack of

handholding for the victims, besides the absence of witness support programmes. It was found that only up to

10% cases get convictions; hence, there was a necessity to support victims until they get justice. Bharosa has

appointed a legal support officer,who debriefs victims and prepares them for the trial.This effort has been proved

to be fruitful, as some of the cases resulted in convictions up to life-term! A court is likely to be setup near the

centre to facilitate trial for POCSO victims.

De-Addiction:

In cases of Domestic Violence, alcohol acts a psychological trigger before embarking upon any act of violence.

Hence, I insisted upon having a male psychologist, who is also a de-addiction specialist, in the centre to initiate

a special de-addiction programme.So far, 34 couples have recovered from the clutches of alcohol addiction and

are living happily.

Internships:

I was successful in bringing some of the best students as interns to Bharosa from reputed institutions like Indian

Institute of Management (IIM), Indore;Tata Instittue of Social Sciences (TISS) and Symbiosis, among others,who

have added value to the Centre through their reports, analyses and social audit of cases.
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Working On Prevention:

Bharosa believes in Prevention,Prosecution & Promotion

in supporting the victims of violence. As part of

prevention, Bharosa has taken up major sensitization

initiatives like teaching children about safety and parents

about life skills, parenting, and other legal provisions.

Different modes of communication like films,pamphlets,

brochures, books are being used to spread awareness,

which helps in reducing the crimes against women and

children.

Success Stories:
Case Study 1:

A pregnant lady was brought to Bharosa by the local police, as she was living in a temple since the previous four

days. She complained that her husband and in-laws harassed her and threw her out of the house. She was then

brought to Bharosa for help just one day before its launch.At that point in time, arranging accommodation was

a huge challenge for Bharosa, as she’s about to deliver a baby. However, we could put her in a Government-run

State homewhere she took shelter,and delivered a child in a hospital with the help of Bharosa’s team.Eventually,

her husband and in-laws were counselled and are now living happily together. This case is remembered as the

first achievement of Bharosa!
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Case Study 2:

A 13 year old girl visited Bharosa.She had lost her biological father at a very young age,and hermother remarried
when this girl was in fifth grade. From that point onwards, her stepfather and her stepfather’s brother began to
sexually abuse her. She did not tell anyone about the abuse for a long time, as she was so confused.Then,when
she was in her ninth grade, students at her school were taught about good touch and bad touch, which
enlightened them about sexual abuse. It was during this time that the child started realizing that the way the
stepfather was touching her was wrong. She immediately told the class teacher who then contacted Childline.
Childline went to the child’s home, told her mother about the abuse,and brought the child to Bharosa to discuss
what had happened and what she can do.They decided that home was not a safe environment for the child so
she was taken to a temporary shelter home. A POCSO case was filed, and the stepfather was later arrested and
taken into custody.This girl was given a lot of counselling, and especially in the beginning, this process was very
difficult for her because she was missing her two younger brothers.As she was recovering from the trauma, she
aimed to become an English lecturer so she was admitted into an English-medium school and is currently living
in a hostel. She is happily studying now as she is out of that abusive environment.

Case Study 3:

A five year old girl was abused by her neighbour. She had lost her mother two years ago and was living with her
grandmother,as her father was very negligent.However,when the girl was only three years old,her grandmother
left her with her father,as she could not take care of her anymore. Most often,shewould sleep in her neighbour’s
house.One night, therewas an argument between the couple in that house,and thewife left in themidnightwith
her three children. This girl was left alone in the house with the husband, who sexually abused her. She went
home bleeding and crying in pain.The father lodged a complaint in the local police station. The girl was brought
to Bharosa.The girl was taken to a hospital and a POCSO case was filed. The father did not come back to check
on his child, and he withdrew himself from all responsibilities ever since. With help from the Child Welfare
Committee, this girl was put in a temporary shelter home until she recovered, and was later shifted to a hostel,
where she is studying happily. She also received One Lakh rupees as compensation from the government.
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Cover Story in The Hans India about the working pattern of Bharosa
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Dara Kavitha, ACP, SHE Teams

The purpose of Bharosa is to prevent re-victimization of POCSO, Rape and severe Domestic Violence cases.

Bharosa has gone a full circle,ensuring all the services a victimwould need,are provided in one place.Bharosa

makes sure that a victim is able to lead a happy life thereafter. Bharosa is under the control of the Police

Department,but the nuances of running it as a Society is a new thing for them.Dr.Mamatha Raghuveer has

been helping usmanage the Centre with her technical expertise.

Ms Kanaka Durga, Centre Administrator, Bharosa

Themain reason for the success of Bharosa is the coordinated effort of various government departments – the
Police,Women&ChildWelfare,and theHealth.Bharosahas a lot of support fromNGOsandPrivate Institutions
suchasTharuni,Dhriti Hospitals,StateHome,KasturbaTrust and Sayodhya.The supervision and support from
the Police along with the professional approach of well-trained counsellors and staff give confidence to the
clients that their issues can be resolved at Bharosa.
Tharuni is ourTechnical Partner,andDr.Mamathawho is the founder ofTharuni has beenworking very closely
with Bharosa right from the start. She has helped us conceptualize, design, and provide technical support
about how to run Bharosa as a society.

Archana Rao, Legal Counsellor, Bharosa
Unlike any other centre in India, Bharosa is unique in its approach for being an all-inclusive place and
connecting trainedprofessionalswith the police andother important departments.Bharosa is reliable for the
way it deals with POCSO, Rape and Severe Domestic Violence cases. Running it as a Society isn’t everybody’s
cup of tea.So,we’re fortunate enough to have Dr.Mamatha’s support whenever we need her!
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Conclusion:
Conceptualising Bharosa–An Integrated Support Centre for the Protection ofWomen & Children has set a

higher pedestal for the entire country and is now in the pipeline of being scaled up to the remotest of Districts

in the State of Telangana, for the way it holistically supports victims of violence.

Tharuni (www.thruni.org),which has been serving as the Technical Partner of Bharosa has now earned itself a

permanent place in the Executive Body and garnered a lot of appreciation for all the support being extended.

As a Child Rights Activist, I strongly believe that prevention is any day better than cure. In that light, I’ve initiated

Project Safe Childhood in the schools where Child Sexual Abuse has been rampant, with support from British

Deputy High Commission, Hyderabad.The Project targeted Students, Parents, and Teachers along with Police &

Prosecution Officers through informative material like Pocket Books, Brochures (in three languages) and

Handbooks respectively.

I hope to see the society as a whole,becomes sensitive to the rights of children,as we help children rip apart the

evil of abuse with the mighty weapon of knowledge, and make the world a better place to live in!

- Dr.Mamatha Raghuveer Achanta
Founder,Tharuni



Tharuni is an organization working for the welfare of adolescent girls and
young women since 2000. It aims at creating equal rights and opportunities to
women on par with men. Tharuni has been fighting against the evils of Child
Marriage,Trafficking & Child Labour ever since its inception, 17 years ago.

With the formation of Balika Sanghas, it has been able to empower the lives of
12,000 adolescent girls andwas able to stop hundreds of ChildMarriages by playing
a key role in bringing policy level changes.

Tharuni is the Technical Partner of 'Bharosa - An Integrated Support Centre for
Women and Children', an initiative by Hyderabad City Police. It provides a host
of services from Legal, Medical, Psychotherapeutic and Prosecutorial to women &
children who are victims of violence.

Tharuni could save children from working in Ginning Mills and Brick Kilns in
Warangal.While continuing to impart life skills to adolescents, it has been able to
reduce illegal trafficking of children.

In collaboration with Girls Advocacy Alliance,Tharuni is now working as the Nodal
Agency to safeguard child rights in the state of Telangana.

THARUNI
Reg.Office :H.No. 17-1-382,N/27,Nagarjuna Colony,
Vyshali Nagar Post, Champapet, Sagar Road,
Hyderabad - 500 079

City Office : H.No. 10-2-10, Flat No. 323,
Maturu Co-operative Housing Society, A.C.Guards,Hyderabad - 500 004.

Contact : 040-24072038,+91 98494 18592

Email :mamatha@tharuni.org
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/Tharuni.org
Twitter :@Tharuni_org Website :www.tharuni.org
Blog :blog.tharuni.org

Bharosa - Integrated Support Centre forWomen & Children
Ground Floor,HACA Bhavan, Saifabad, Hyderabad - 500004,Telangana State

Phone Number : 040-2785 2500

Helpline Number - 100
Child Helpline Number - 1098

Email :bharosahydpolice@gmail.com Facebook :www.facebook.com/bharosahydpolice
Twitter :@bharosahyd Website :www.bharosahydpolice.org

Dr.Mamatha Raghuveer Achanta is aWomen
and Child Rights Activist and has served as the

Chairperson, Child Welfare Committee,Warangal

District; Member, A.P. State Commission for

Protection Child Rights, and Founder, Tharuni,
a Non-Government Organization, which focuses

on the empowerment of adolescent girls and women, & Co-Founder,

NILA (Network of International Legal Activists). She has participated
in rescues and adjudicated on issues such as Exploitation, Violence,

Child Sexual Abuse, Child Marriages and Neglect.

Since over one and half years Dr. Mamatha has been giving her

voluntary services to Bharosa and has been the handholding the
centre, by supporting victims of violence.


